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Abstract

Nowadays, when applications are being developed faster with the introduction of agile methodologies and new technologies, microservices are emerging. The microservices make applications easier to create and maintain when broken down into smaller parts, which form a whole application. RabbitMQ acts as an intermediary between the various services. It reduces the load and delivery time on server web applications by delegating tasks that would typically take a lot of time and resources. Message queuing allows web servers to respond quickly to requests rather than being forced to perform complex procedures that can take more time and resources. AMQP (Advanced Message Queuing Protocol) is a message protocol that deals with publishers and consumers like any other messaging system. Publishers produce messages while consumers download and process them. The job of message brokers, such as RabbitMQ, is to ensure that messages from publishers go to the right consumers. To do this, the broker uses two key components: exchange and order. We demonstrated that the style of microservice architecture is an approach to the development of an application as a set of small services, each in charge of its own process and communication with other services.
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1 Introduction

Modern application architecture is increasingly migrating towards microservice technology due to the rapid development of applications and shortening the lifetime of applications. By using microservices, different development frameworks can be used for individual microservice, on the other hand, failure of one microservice does not affect the functionality of other microservices. Microservice architectures allow developers to achieve greater agility and can significantly improve development time. The advantages of microservice architectures are the following [1]: independence of developers - small teams work in parallel and can go through more iterations of the development cycle than large teams; isolation - if one microservice stops working, the rest of the application will not crash, but only one part of it becomes inaccessible; life cycle automation - individual components are easier to fit into Continuous delivery pipelines.

RabbitMQ is a free open-source solution that serves as a message broker via the AMQP (Advanced Message Queuing Protocol) protocol. It is highly accessible, fault-tolerant and scalable. In today's microservice applications, RabbitMQ is used as an intermediary between individual microservices, allowing them to communicate with each other without worrying about message loss [2]. Like bees, each development team makes a separate component using one of the technologies. Each of the individual components forms a strong structure of the so-called microservice hive and performs a separate role in the system.

Several authors investigated the use of RabbitMQ in microservice development. Kwon et al. in [3] found that RabbitMQ is vulnerable and presented how it can be exploited by protocol fuzzing, which is a common way to find unknown vulnerabilities inherent in software. Nugroho and Kusumawardani in [4] demonstrated that RabbitMQ as a load-balancer can divide the workload equally, thus reducing the latency time of the Naïve Bayes Classifier classification process. Dixit and Madhu in [5] used AMQP and different types RabbitMQ exchanges to send messages to single subscriber or multiple subscribers, demonstrating the advantages of RabbitMQ as the message-oriented middleware.

Hong et al. in [6] have shown that when many users send requests to the web application at the same time, it is more stable to use RabbitMQ as the message-oriented middleware than the REST (Representational State
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The objective of this paper is to demonstrate how microservices can be used to create an application for task management. The process presented can be improved by introducing nanoservices which would be called through HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) request from each microservice. Another improvement could be obtained by using Cache memory to optimize the access to multiple databases simultaneously

2 RabbitMQ message broker

RabbitMQ is a lightweight and scalable message broker based on AMQP [12]. RabbitMQ acts as an intermediary between the various services. It is used to reduce the load and delivery time on server web applications by delegating tasks that would normally take a lot of time and resources. The job of message comparators, such as RabbitMQ, is to ensure that messages from publishers go to the right consumers. To do this, the broker uses two key components, namely Exchange and Queue [13].

Figure 1 shows the working principle of the RabbitMQ intermediary. The process is quite simple. The publisher sends messages to the exchange, and the consumer receives messages from the queue. Before sending messages, one needs to establish all kinds of links between exchanges and queues and has to configure publisher and consumer applications. Usually, a publisher or consumer creates an exchange with a specific name. If these are applications that are not developed by the same team of developers, the name of the exchange is usually put in the documentation or sent to another team with the appropriate documentation.

The content of an AMQP message consists of headers, properties, and data. The header and message properties are object data types. Header is defined by the AMQP specification, while the properties contain arbitrary application-specific information. Data is a sequence of bits, and each message, whether object-type, character or otherwise, requires UTF-8 conversion. Header and property conversion is not that common, but it can be done. One of the header attributes is the "routing-key" that the broker uses to pass the message to the queues. Each row contains a "binding-key" attribute, and if the values of these attributes are the same, the row receives a message.

2.1 Exchange types in RabbitMQ

The AMQP protocol supports multiple types of exchanges. Instead of forwarding messages directly to queues, publishers’ forward messages to exchanges. The exchange oversees redirecting messages to different queues via bindings and routing keys. Binding is the link between order and exchange. The AMQP protocol defines the following types of exchanges:

- Direct – a direct exchange forwarding the message to a queue whose routing key matches the binding key.
- Topic – topic-based exchange. It is similar to direct exchange but includes a template. Queues that meet the condition from the template receive a message.
- Fanout – messages are forwarded to all queues.
- Headers – header exchange. Messages are passed in queues by header, and the routing key is ignored.

3 A practical example of an application

To demonstrate the creation of microservices, using the C# programming language and RabbitMQ message broker, the application "TaskApp" was created. The application is used to create and manage tasks. On the home page of the application, the user has an insight into all the tasks that need to be done. Tasks contain information about their creator, the task date, a detailed description of the task, the person in charge of its completion and the date by which the task should be performed. The user can create a new task if he is logged in to the application. When a new task is created, an email is sent to the accountable user. Users can also view their assigned tasks on the profile page and change some of their personal information.
3.1 RabbitMQ Infrastructure

For the development of the application, it was necessary to develop a configurational NuGet package that will retain the definitions of classes and methods to facilitate the configuration of RabbitMQ intermediaries. The package was developed to make code easier to organize, and to comply with the DRY (Don't Repeat Yourself) code writing rule. In this case, the entire RabbitMQ broker configuration code is in one place and will only be installed as a separate package in each project, thus avoiding rewriting the program code. There are three basic types in the package: message, command, and event. Code example 1 shows the message class.

**Code example 1.** Class Message

```csharp
public class Message
{
    public readonly Guid MessageId;
    public readonly string MessageType;
    public Message() : this(Guid.NewGuid())
    {
    }
    public Message(Guid messageId)
    {
        MessageId = messageId;
        MessageType = this.GetType().Name;
    }
    public Message(string messageType)
    {
        this(Guid.NewGuid());
    }
    public Message(Guid messageId, string messageType)
    {
        MessageId = messageId;
        MessageType = messageType;
    }
}
```

When configuring each of the microservices, it is necessary to enter information about the RabbitMQ broker in the appsettings.json file. Depending on whether the service is used as a publisher or a consumer, two different configuration classes are used in the Startup class of each of the microservices. In the Configuration NuGet package class for the RabbitMQ broker, there are two methods that create a publisher or consumer.

Code examples 2 and 3 are methods for creating RabbitMQ consumers and publishers. Both methods use the GetRabbitMQSettings method, which provides information about the RabbitMQ broker from the appsettings.json file and use them to create new classes for consumers and publishers. In the consumer and publisher classes in the RabbitMQ broker, the connection to the RabbitMQ server is established first, and a model is created. An exchange is then created from the connection variable, whose name is inside the appsettings.json file.

**Code example 2.** Handler config method

```csharp
public static void UseRabbitMQMessageHandler(this IServiceCollection services, IConfiguration config)
{
    GetRabbitMQSettings(config, "RabbitMQHandler");
    services.AddTransient<IRequestHandler, RabbitMQMessageHandler(_host, _userName, _password, _exchange, _queue, _routingKey, _port));
}
```

**Code example 3.** Publisher config method

```csharp
public static void UseRabbitMQMessagePublisher(this IServiceCollection services, IConfiguration config)
{
    GetRabbitMQSettings(config, "RabbitMQPublisher");
    services.AddTransient<IRequestPublisher, RabbitMQMessagePublisher(_host, _userName, _password, _exchange, _port));
}
```

The exchange type is set as a fanout for easier demonstration of the application. Then rows are created, and connections are created. In the consumer class, an event is created that calls the "Consumer_Received" method of the same class, which converts the UTF-8 message into an object and calls the function that the programmer creates to perform a specific action. Also, the same method returns a confirmation to the RabbitMQ server that a message has been received (Code examples 4 and 5). In the publisher class, the message is converted to the UTF-8 equivalent, headers are added, and the message is sent via the "BasicPublish" method (Code example 6).

**Code example 4.** Part of the code to establish a connection and create an event to receive a message

```csharp
var factory = new ConnectionFactory()
{
    UserName = _username,
    Password = _password,
    DispatchConsumersAsync = true,
    Port = _port
};
_connection = factory.CreateConnection(_host);
_model = _connection.CreateModel();
```
```csharp
_model.ExchangeDeclare(_exchange, "fanout", durable: true, autoDelete: false);
_model.QueueDeclare(_queuename, durable: true, autoDelete: false, exclusive: false);
_model.QueueBind(_queuename, _exchange, _routingKey);
_consumer = new AsyncEventingBasicConsumer(_model);
_consumer.Received += Consumer_Received;
_consumerTag = _model.BasicConsume(_queuename, false, _consumer);
}

Code example 5. Methods for receiving and processing messages

private async Task Consumer_Received(object sender, BasicDeliverEventArgs ea)
{
    if (await HandleEvent(ea))
    { model.BasicAck(ea.DeliveryTag, false); }
}
private Task<bool> HandleEvent(BasicDeliverEventArgs ea)
{
    // determine messagetype
    string messageType = Encoding.UTF8.GetString(
        (byte[])ea.BasicProperties.Headers["MessageType"]);
    // get body
    string body = Encoding.UTF8.GetString(ea.Body.ToArray());
    // callback to handle the message
    return _callback.HandleMessageAsync(messageType, body);
}

Code example 6. The method for sending a message to the publisher

public Task PublishMessageAsync(string messageType, object message, string routingKey)
{
    return Task.Run(() => {
        string data = MessageSerializer.Serialize(message);
        var body = Encoding.UTF8.GetBytes(data);
        IBasicProperties properties = _model.CreateBasicProperties();
        properties.Headers = new Dictionary<string, object> {
            {"MessageType", messageType }
        };
        _model.BasicPublish(_exchange, routingKey, properties, body);
    });
}

3.2 Application architecture

The "TaskApp" application was created using a microservice architecture. It was written using the .NET 5 framework. The RabbitMQ message broker was used for the communication between the services. Figure 2 shows the architecture diagram of the "TaskApp" application. The application is divided into two parts, frontend and backend. The backend part of the application is divided into 6 microservices that can communicate with each other. Frontend applications communicate with four services, which include business logic for user management, task management, photo management, and authentication and authorization process management.

3.2.1 Users Microservice

The "Users" microservice is one of the basic microservices of the "TaskApp" application. Contains an SQL (Structured Query Language) database in which user data is stored.

Microservice for users, to facilitate the demonstration of a practical solution, has one class that describes each user. The class consists of four private variables that describe: unique user identification number, user email address, and username. The "Users" service is directly dependent on the users class, and it implements four public asynchronous methods that are used to: create
users, retrieve users from the database by unique identification number and email address, and retrieve all users from the database.

Figure 3 shows a sequential diagram for adding a new user. When the user fills out the registration form on the application’s user interface, the frontend framework sends an HTTP POST request to the users microservice, and the "createUserAsync" method is called. The "User" object is passed to it. After the called method adds a new user to the database, the object is mapped to the "UserCreated" object, which is sent to the RabbitMQ broker. The users microservice communicates through the RabbitMQ intermediary with the "Authentication" microservice.

When creating a new user, in the "Users" service, the user object is forwarded to the user repository where it is placed in the SQL database. An event object is then created and passed to the PublishMessageAsync method, which converts the message to the UTF-8 equivalent and sends it to the exchange whose name is defined within the appsettings.json file (code example 7).

The "Photos" microservice and stored in database, and they are delivered when the user microservice sends a request to provide information about users.

Code example 8 shows a method that gets a user by an id. It first calls the user repository that retrieves the user from the SQL database. Then the user's object is mapped to an object suitable for displaying data, and a method is called that creates the user's initials based on the name and surname and places them in the attribute for the same. The "Photos" microservice is then called, which provides the URL (Uniform Resource Locator) of the user's photo, and the result is returned to the controller, which returns the data in JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) format to the frontend.

The frontend application, after completing the login form, sends an HTTP request to the authentication controller. Then, the "Authentication" service checks whether the user’s email exists in the database, and whether the password corresponds to the encrypted password in the SQL database. If the check is successful, the "Authentication" microservice provides user data from the "Users" microservice and creates a JWT (JSON Web Token) that is used to secure individual application access points. As a result of the login method, user data and a token are returned (code example 9). The JWT token is returned to the user in the form of an HTTP Only cookie (code example 10). This has proven to be a good practice since cookies marked as HTTP Only cannot be accessed from a web browser, but only servers can decrypt and verify them. Previously, JWT tokens were returned in text form and placed in a session, plain cookies, or local repository, which allowed malicious users to access them more easily, and they used them to send requests to the application for their own benefit.
Code example 9. Method for user login and JWT generation

```csharp
public async Task<AuthResultObject> AuthenticateUserAsync(string email, string password) {
    var userFromDb = await _userManager.FindByEmailAsync(email);
    if (userFromDb == null || !await _userManager.CheckPasswordAsync(userFromDb, password)) {
        return null;
    }
    var user = await _userRestClient.GetUserByEmailAsync(email);
    var role = await _userManager.GetRolesAsync(userFromDb);
    var _options = new IdentityOptions();
    var tokenDescriptor = new SecurityTokenDescriptor {
        Subject = new ClaimsIdentity(new Claim[] {
            new Claim("userId", user.Id.ToString()),
            new Claim(_options.ClaimsIdentity.RoleClaimType, role.FirstOrDefault())
        },
        Expires = DateTime.Now.AddYears(100),
        // Never Expires
    },
    var tokenHandler = new JwtSecurityTokenHandler();
    var securityToken = tokenHandler.CreateToken(tokenDescriptor);
    var token = tokenHandler.WriteToken(securityToken);
    return new AuthResultObject() {
        Token = token, User = user
    };
}
```

Code example 10. Method for generating HTTP Only cookies

```csharp
private void setTokenCookie(string token) {
    var cookieOptions = new CookieOptions {
        HttpOnly = true, Secure = true,
        Expires = DateTime.UtcNow.AddYears(100) // Never Expires
    };
    Response.Cookies.Append("jwtToken", token, cookieOptions);
}
```

3.2.2 Tasks Microservice

The "Task" microservice is the main microservice of the "TaskApp" application. It contains a SQL database where tasks are stored. It also contains business logic for task management. The project contains a folder for Controllers, which are also an access point to the application, a folder for data that contains models, commands, events, objects for switching objects, then services, repositories, and configuration files for the database. The project includes folder "Utilities" which contains classes for configuration, constants, scripts for migrating data to SQL database, profiles for data mapping, and REST client for communication with other services.

Code example 11 provides a method for creating a task. The task is initially mapped from the creation object to the object suitable for placement in the database. The task is then forwarded to the task repository, which stores it in the database. An event is created to add a task, which receives information from the microservice for users about the user who created the task and the user to whom it was assigned. The message is sent through the RabbitMQ intermediary, and it goes to the notification system where an email is sent to the user assigned the task.

Code example 11. Task creation method

```csharp
public async Task<bool> CreateTaskAsync(CreateTask createTask) {
    var task = _mapper.Map<Data.Models.Task>(createTask);
    if (await _taskRepository.CreateTaskAsync(task)) {
        var taskCreatedEvent = new TaskCreated() {
            Title = createTask.Title,
            Description = createTask.Description,
            User = await _usersRestClient.GetUserById(task.UserId),
            Assignee = await _usersRestClient.GetUserById(task.AssigneeId),
            StartDate = createTask.StartDate,
            FinishDate = createTask.FinishDate
        };
    }
}
```
await _messagePublisher.
PublishMessageAsync(
taskCreatedEvent.MessageType,
taskCreatedEvent, string.Empty);
return true;
}
return false;
}

Code example 12 provides a method for processing received messages for notifications microservice. There are two types of messages that a microservice expects, and these are the task creation message and the message that one business day is over. In the case of the first type of message, a "Notification" service is called that sends an email to the user assigned the task. Initially, it is necessary to enter the information about the email address and the password of the email address in the secrets.json file. The reason for entering such information in the secrets.json file instead of the appsettings.json file is additional security. The secrets.json file will not be published to public repositories, so it remains on the local developer machine. An email message is formed by the method for sending an email, and an HTML (HyperText Markup Language) template from the "Utilities" folder is called. An email is then sent via the SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) client to the user assigned the task. In the case of a message indicating that one business day has elapsed, "Notification" service method is called that sends an email to all users whose deadline for completing the assigned task expires in less than 24 hours.

**Code example 12.** A method for processing received messages

```csharp
public async Task<bool> HandleMessageAsync(
    string messageType,
    string message) {
    try {
        JObject messageObject = 
            MessageSerializer.Deserialize(message);

        switch (messageType) {
            case "TaskCreated":
                await HandleAsync(messageObject.
                    ToObject<TaskCreated>());
                break;
            case "DayHasPassed":
                await HandleAsync(messageObject.
                    ToObject<DayHasPassed>());
                break;
        }
    }
    catch (Exception ex) {
        Log.Error(ex, "$Error while handling
{messageType} event.");
        return true;
    }
}
```

4 Discussion

While a monolithic application is a single entity, microservice application breaks down the application components into a set of smaller, independent entities. Each unit acts as a separate service that performs its role in the system, therefore, each unit has its own business logic and database, and they perform only certain functions. In short, the style of microservice architecture is an approach to the development of an application as a set of small services, each in charge of its own process and communication with other services, often via HTTP protocol.

In general, RabbitMQ is the choice of developers looking for a simple and traditional message broker. RabbitMQ is a better choice if you need communication between individual applications via channels, that is, queues. Apache Kafka is a better choice if data retention and data streaming is required.

The main situations when programmers prefer RabbitMQ include two cases: long-term tasks, when reliable background work is required, and communication with integration between applications as an intermediary between microservices. Developers choose Apache Kafka over RabbitMQ when there is a need for a framework for storing, reading (re-reading) and analysing streaming data, data analysis systems, and real-time data processing systems.

This example demonstrated that the style of microservice architecture is an approach to the development of an application as a set of small services, each in charge of its own process and communication with other services.

5 Conclusion

RabbitMQ is an open-source solution that serves as a message broker via the AMQP. It is highly accessible, fault-tolerant, and scalable.

RabbitMQ is a lightweight and scalable message broker based on AMQP. RabbitMQ acts as an intermediary between the various services. It is used to reduce the load and delivery time on server web applications by delegating tasks that would normally take a lot of time and resources.
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